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Crown of the Senses, Preamble 
As good Westerners in the lineage of Aristotle, we typically delineate five senses: sight, 
sound, smell, taste, & touch. Even a cursory consideration of the matter, however, will reveal 
that our schema is rather arbitrary. 

“Nasrudin, it’s dark out. Open the drawer by your left hand. You’ll find a box of matches to 
light the lamp withal.” 

“You fool!” the mullah responds, “How do you expect me to tell my left hand from my right 
one in the dark?” 

Obviously the story is absurd because somehow, even in the dark, we know. But how? This 
suggests a further sense & reveals an impoverishment of our standard sensory pentad. Some 
scientists stipulate a sense called proprioception—spatial awareness of one’s body. And what 
about a sense of balance? Or humour or Beauty—the aesthetic senses? How does one 
differentiate appreciate Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake over a sixth-grader practicing When the 
Saints Go Marching In on the trumpet, or the hum of a vacuum-cleaner? Or what about the 
sense of Justice? 

Indeed the order of this perceptual pentad is not as self-evident as it might appear. Consider 
that Swedes with a taste for traditional cuisine find great pleasure in surströmming på 
knäckebröd—”fermented-herring on rye-crackers.” Suppose you’re at a julbord & Anna-
Karin brings out a dish of pickled-herring. Out of manners & decorum you wish to eat the 
said product—in such a case, simply (surreptitiously) plug your nose: with your olfaction, 
likewise vanishes your sense of taste; the two mutually fructify one another. Smell & taste 
hence incapacitated, the experience will therefore be akin to eating plain yogurt on crackers. 
But this tactic doesn’t work. Why? Because another sense fills in the gap & perceives 
something “fishy” in the whole affair, despite the lack of raw sense-data to confirm the 
suspicion. Eastern cultures call this sixth sense “mind.” In short, even blindfolded & with a 
nose-clip, we know herring is not yogurt. 



 

Just as one can train the perceptive acuity of our five other senses, the mind can likewise be 
honed as an organ of perception. This might appear to be a novel claim for two reasons: (1) 
the mind does not normally intrude upon our conventional pentepartite party in the perceptual 
parlour & (2) we often do not think to exercise the five senses that do. But consider that 
oenophiles have exquisitely sensitive palates, the latter which they have sharpened after 
careful cultivation through innumerable sips of wine, sampled meticulously—how else could 
one taste Columbian cacao, huckleberry, & oak in a single sip of Zinfandel? Similarly, 
aircraft pilots have sharp eyes & musicians keen ears. Also consider that, when in unfortunate 
circumstances, one or more senses are lost, the remnant rallies, waxing manifold more potent 
in earnest compensation—how else could a fellow possibly read Braille? I have tried to read 
a “No Spiders or Visigoths” sign with shut eyes & I felt more “blind” than ever anyone 
without the use of her eyes. Fortunately for me I don’t happen to be an arachnid or a 
marauding barbarian lest my lack of tactile refinement should have caused an altercation. 



 
(That it was in Italian probably didn’t help.) 

Therefore, the mind, like any other sense, can be polished. I shall present two general 
methods towards this end. I will not treat the practice of “mindfulness” in itself any further 
than it might be understood as a deliberate application of attention. The reason for this 
seemingly conspicuous omission is that “mindfulness” is both popular & straightforward. It’s 
pour husbandry of words to remind one to pay attention to the forms & colours that arise in 
his or her field of vision—such attention is presupposed. The same could be said in relation 
to the mind’s eye (I shall repeatedly invoke the sense of sight in comparison to the sense of 
mind. I might have selected another sense for this comparison, but vision plays the most 
prominent part in the average reader’s field of perception). A degree of “mindfulness” is 
the sine qua non for any experience at all: if you’re happy & you know if clap your hands; if 
you’re happy but you don’t know it, then don’t do anything at all because you can’t. 
Attention, therefore, is paramount. In the next post will follow a presentation of the first 
exercise. 



Crown of the Senses, Part I 
Consider that, insofar as they are of any utility, the eyes do not immediately leap into action 
when tickled by light. If the former displayed a capricious disposition, they would hardly be 
of any use at all. We could receive only the most cursory picture of our surroundings, our 
vision dashing from one object to the next. Yet it is not uncommon for the mind to function 
with just so little constancy. Sympathy & antipathy (generally “like” or “dislike”) actually in 
themselves relay useful information about the particular object or condition in response to 
which they arise. Often, however, we find ourselves so concerned with our own preferences 
that we fail to receive this information—our minds immediately spin off into a slough of 
strategies, frenetically seeking to maximise pleasure & minimize its unhappy counterpart. 
One quickly finds oneself lost in this sort of mental proliferation to such a degree that, for all 
practical purposes one seems a sleepwalker; one becomes 

A dull & muddy-nettled rascal, peak, 
Like John-a-Dreams. 

If we are to use the mind instead of perpetually being used by it, we must begin to mitigate 
our personal investment in the attitudes of sympathy & antipathy; gradually divesting 
ourselves from their overwhelming influence on our perception. Only when we can 
experience such polarities in a disinterested appreciation can we receive the information that 
such responses in us convey. Great insight about the objects that invoke such feelings—as 
well as about ourselves—parades about incognito, concealed behind the affective veil of 
these effective antipodes. 

Suppose, for example, my pet lemur called Loki were to rouse me just after midnight with 
projectiles of fresh mangoes from the hanging fruit-basket. Being quite an unpleasant 
experience, I might be rather upset with the little primate, as well as the whole affair in 
general. In a fit of antipathy, I could stuff the creature into a monkey-box & cover it with an 
afghan till I had got my beauty rest after six more hours of sleep. But suppose I abstain; 
suppose through the fog of antipathy I am able to descry out the window the figure of a 
masked bandit attempting to rustle my urban chickens from their coop. In this case, precisely 
because I did not overly indulge my antipathy, I may yet manage to rescue my livestock. (I 
might even emulate my pet monkey & hurl fruit at the burglar to discourage him, thus 
discovering a secret sympathy in what I first took to be antipathetic). Or suppose Led 
Zeppelin’s “Kashmir” comes on the stereo. If I let my liking for the track overwhelm me, 
consumed in musical ecstasy, I may forfeit the possibility to deepen my appreciation for it: I 



will likely fail to notice, for example, that it alternates time-signatures every other measure. 
With this understanding, I add a new dimension to my experience & it actually becomes 
more enjoyable than it would have been had I immediately indulged in the pleasure of it. Or 
if my toes are cold in winter, I could curse the gods, allowing antipathy to overcome my 
experience…or I could recognize that antipathy as my soul’s transcription of a message from 
the world: “buy some warm socks & wear them on your feet!” In short, we must allow 
objects to speak to us more than we speak (to ourselves) about them. 

When we allow the sympathies & antipathies of our minds to serve as sources of information, 
we have begun to master this crown of the senses. 

 



 

Crown of the Senses, Part II 
In the preamble to this series I considered the rather arbitrary nature of the traditional 
division of our sensible experience into five senses. I suggested that there might as well be 
six, seven, or seventy. I continued in Part I to stipulate the mind as an addition to our 
standard perceptual pentad, & finally to present a method for deliberately cultivating this 
sense. Now in the second segment of this series, I wish to offer a further method to refine this 
crowning perceptive faculty. For this method, I am indebted to none other than the grand 
Romantic Prussian polymath Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 

The “Goethean Scientific Method” potentiates a humanistic science in which the observer & 
the observed share an intimate relationship. Interestingly, advances in modern science over 
the last century have more & more to corroborate this basic interrelationship. The notorious 
“Double Slit Experiment,” for example plainly demonstrates that observation always affects 
reality. (It’s rather funny because to suppose that this weren’t the case, as much of traditional 
science still insists, is to implicitly claim that the scientist is somehow outside of reality. Such 
a claim patently contradicts itself—”hoist with’s own petard,” as it were.) Modern science 
itself even recognises that it is impossible to stand outside of an experiment; “The Observer 
Effect” means just what it sounds like it does. 

The Goethean Method appreciates the participatory aspect of scientific inquiry. It is a science 
of poetry to contrast with the dated & prosaic method of Francis Bacon, Isaac Newton, & 
their ilk, which continues to dominate most of our present-day scientific inquiry. The latter 
insists on divorcing Man from Nature. Conventional science still attempts observation of a 
given object from the outside, both literally & conceptually (i.e. the scientist presupposes he 
is separate from his object and erects a physical partition in the form of a particular 
instrument of measurement between himself & his object, like a microscope, for instance). 
The Goethean Method, conversely, seeks to understand phenomena from the inside, to 
perceive its spiritual essence. We observe objects not as separate subjects, but as 
counterparts. We allow the object to speak to us, to speak through us, to speak in us. 

To illustrate this process, imagine how your hand intuitively forms around an artisan ceramic 
mug that your younger brother made in a pottery studio in Arizona: the hand allows the cup 
to shape it. Next, consider this image as a metaphor for our method of observation: we allow 
our object to (in)form our consciousness, to shape our experience. The five senses do this 



naturally; the mind, arbitrary & untamed as it ordinarily stands, initially resists. Quite often 
(more or less latent) sentiments of sympathy or antipathy 
Desire or disgust 
Lust or loathing 
Attraction or aversion 
obstruct such communion with the objects of our observation as we (more or less subtly) try 
to alter our experience according to our preferences. 

The Great Way is not difficult for those who have no preferences 

is the famous opening of Verses on the Faith of Mind by the Third Patriarch of Zen. The 
simplicity of such a statement belies its insight. 

On the rare occasions in which we perceive an object in neutrality, we generally ignore it; we 
do not receive it into our experience. This is because, out of habit, we will have become 
distracted the moment we don’t stand to gain anything—how long can you sustain attention 
on something you don’t care about? Try it…find a paper-clip or a bottle-cap! 

Most of us will be astonished how quickly our minds canter off into arbitrary fantasies. The 
psychic inertia of our compulsive & frenetic thinking continually overwhelms our intention, 
& our attention invariably dissipates therefore. Now imagine if your eyes were no more 
dependable than your mind. That you, dear reader, see these very words is marvelous 
testament to the steadfastness of your eye. (Indeed your eyes perceived every word, though I 
wouldn’t flatter myself to suppose I held your interest with such continuity…). This is the 
reason that Goethe wrote, ” The senses do not deceive us: our judgment does.” It would be 
surprising if the mind didn’t, given its fickleness. This led Goethe also to observe that, 

The human being himself, to the extent that he makes sound use of his senses, is the 
most exact physical apparatus that can exist. 

Notice, however, that we must make “sound use” of them. Practically speaking, this is easier 
said than done. 

To calibrate the mind, the crowning seal of the senses, is to learn to operate this most 
extraordinary apparatus. In recognition of this fact, Goethe developed a method to hone the 
master sense. He called his method the practice of “exakte sinnliche Phantasia“—”exact 



sensorial imagination.” In essence, one refines the ability to synthesise data from the five 
grosser senses & to vivify one’s entire experience withal. Here follow specific instructions: 

∮Select an object to which you feel a native affinity (an affinity will facilitate the exercise in 

the beginning. To increase the challenge, gradually work towards an object that you detest). 
Perhaps you begin with a candle, a maple-leaf, a stone, a ring, etc… 
∮Place the said object before you 
∮Receive it into your perception 
∮Note its impression on each of your five senses 
∮Close your eyes & recreate the experience through exact sensorial imagination 
∮Open your eyes allowing the object to mold your mental representation 
∮Repeat this process seven times 

“Mind is the forerunner of all things” 

were apparently the words of Buddha as recorded in the Dhammapada. As one refines this 
most eminent of senses, she vitalises all of her experience; the entire world blooms before her 
awakening mind. 

 



The Queen of the Senses, Part I 
 

In preceding pieces, I considered the mind as the sense-organ non-pareil, & continued to 
outline two general methods to hone this Crown of the Senses. In recapitulation: the mind 
partakes in perpetual activity to receive percepts from all lesser senses and 
synthesise them into a vivid representation of the external world. It supplies this warp 
of sense impressions with the woof of context & spins the together into a cohesive weft 
withal; a coherent narrative for our experience. We conduct our affairs, do business, & 
interact with this virtual representation or narrative. If my eyes relay a coiled form, it will not 
appear to me as a King Cobra if I’m in Siberia, for example, because my sound mind will 
never allow a poisonous snake to intrude into a Hyperboreal context. But precisely the same 
visual information might indeed become a snake were I on a walkabout in New Delhi. 

This is the Alchemy of Mind: that from the threads of raw sense-data it weaves such the 
extraordinary tapestry we call “the world,” imbuing our experience with colour, context, & 
meaning. Apparently, this “world” is dappled, diversified, & harlequin as the mind 
(re)presents it. Ultimately, however, it is uniform: 

But now a great thing in the street 
Seems any human nod, 
Where shift in strange democracy 
The million masks of God. 

G. K. Chesterton happily expresses this unalloyed monism in “Gold Leaves.” Exoterically, 
everything is particular; implicitly, all is one. 

Consider the metaphor of a mirror: just as every object in the mirror is wrought of a single, 
uniform substance—”mirror-stuff” we might call it—so likewise the entire picture-show 
within our minds represents the perpetual play of “mind-stuff” against the living screen of the 
human psyche. 
A stone, 
A crocodile, 
The taste of cashews… 
“The ten-thousand things” 
disguise in interminable diversification what is at its essence one. 



The mind, then, mirrors the world to us. But it does not do so “mindlessly,” as it were. Rather 
our experience is (almost) always coloured by our own peculiar preferences & prejudices. 
Indeed raw experience must be doctored-up if it is to conform with the personally 
coherent narrative that each of us entertains. Rather than a mirror, therefore, let us think of 
something mutable, something liquid…like a pool on the night of a full moon. These citta 
vrtti—these “ripples in consciousness”—render a reflection that is forever shifting. The 
moon-beams dance interminably in the water, rippling in the midnight breeze, the original 
image shattered into ten-thousand flickering facsimiles. 

Thus, the mind, not without artifice, receives raw sense-impressions only to weave them into 
the most marvelous drama. What happens when we sleep? More or less, the process persists, 
only now sense-impressions no longer constrain the magnum opus; the mind is free from the 
fetters of materialistic correspondence. Indeed we observe in dreams the most fantastic 
flourishes of this grand tragedian & the drama unfolds, morphing into magnificent panoramas 
of our hence unconstrained conceit. 

We see by now that the mind operates through representation. Extraordinary though this feat 
may be, it has a darker aspect: 
Suppose you were in a theatre you could never leave. 
You can’t fish the moon out of her reflection in a pool. 
Imagine trying to enjoy the image of a glass of wine… 
Even in a magical mirror—which reflected not only light, but likewise all sensible substance 
of the four other senses, so consummately you couldn’t tell the difference from a 
“true” claret—something remains amiss. 

A virtual world that we could not escape might sound like a dystopian fantasy—”real life” is, 
after all patently real. And yet, deep within us, where faint traces of some eternal memory 
resides (a vague remnant from our infinite cosmic wandering as stardust), we feel a subtle 
estrangement from deeper being. A nebulous feeling of alienation haunts the penumbral 
aspects of our consciousness. Our souls bear an ineffable loneliness that longs for 
communion with the world, for dissolution into what is vast. From a subliminal sense of 
disconnect springs the urge for religious worship, community, sex, gourmandism, etc…. 
Subtle intimations of unfulfillment immediately impel us to action as we seek to fill an 
unconscious existential emptiness with stuff & relationships. But these are distractions, 
palliative at best; no one ever outran his own shadow except by stepping out 
into omnidirectional sunlight. Indeed our very response to this existential ennui proves the 



basic sense of isolation we intuitively feel—objects presuppose ourselves as subjects separate 
from them, & relationships no less imply a basic cleft. 

The mind, even in its marvelous enterprise of representation, subtly estranges us from the 
world. The mind perceives division. To bridge this distance, we must invoke a still more 
rarified sense-organ. In earlier installments of this series, we delineated the five coarser 
senses of Western tradition. Next we presented the mind as a presiding sense—the Crown of 
the Senses—& suggested several methods for honing this grand organ. Now we present the 
most refined sense of all—”the Queen of the Senses,” we might call her. Empress of 
perception, her throne is not the bony sconce, but the human heart. 

 

 



Queen of the Senses, Part II 
 

“Mind is the forerunner of all things” 

Thus spake Gautama Buddha. Actually what he said, as recorded in the first verse of 
the Dhammapada was: 
Manopubbangama dhamma 
Translators often elect to translate mano as “mind.” Ask the Buddha to point to this so-called 
“mind,” however, & he would not have indicated the bony sphere atop his spinal chord. 
Rather, he would have gestured to his chest, his heart. Indeed, many societies have 
historically placed, and continue to place the center of consciousness not in the head, but in 
the heart. Egyptians even sucked out departed Pharaoh’s grey-matter through his royal nose 
in purificatory preparation for the afterlife; the heart, however, of necessity remained. Heart 
literally means “center;” hridaya, Sanskrit for heart, bears the same breadth of 
meaning. Corazón, the Spanish word for “heart,” is a cognate of our word “core.” 

What is it to perceive from the center, the core, hridaya, the heart? In contrast to the mind, 
whose perceptual activity is to elaborate raw sense-data into a cohesive abstraction, the 
heart’s activity is unmediated. The heart perceives the world not through representation, but 
directly, through compassion, “feeling-with.” Indeed “cordial” experience could hardly be 
called perception at all, since the heart is already embedded in the world which it perceives. 

Consider as an analogy that you don’t need to perceive yourself to know you’re there; it’s a 
priori. 

When subject & object of commingle & unite, 
Duality dissolves, 
And they become identical. 
This is the yoga of the heart. 

We therefore describe this mode of experience as one mediated not by perception, 
but communion even. 



 

We imagine Ourselves & the World, the twain maintained asunder by a partition of skin that 
demarcates our boundaries. Information from the world outside then streams in through our 
sense-doors & we synthesize it in the mind’s eye. Thus the mind mirrors the world to us. But 
the cordial paradigm is to comprehend that we are part of the world we perceive; we’re 
inside it & it’s inside us. From this consciousness, there is no distance. It’s really unnecessary 
to sense anything—we are it. This experience finds expression in The Upanishads by the 
famous phrase 

तत्त्वमसि, 

Tat tvam asi,  
 



Sanskrit for “That thou art.” 
The great Chinese philosopher Mengzi echoes the Vedic sages when he writes: 

everyone has a heart-mind which feels for others…By fully developing one’s heart-
mind, one knows one’s nature, and by knowing one’s nature, one knows Heaven & 
Earth. 

Each of us catches glimpses of this sublime communion throughout our lives, but we believe 
these moments to be contingent on particular objects or events according to our preferences, 
like lovers or sunsets. In a way, we wait for our external circumstances to grant us permission 
before we open the floodgates of this deep internal compassion. In abdicating our soul-
sovereignty to particular things, we instinctively fall back into the conventional paradigm that 
pits ourselves as subjects against a world of objects & thus the old estrangement is born 
anew—the latter being all the more bitter by contrast with the fleeting sweetness still 
lingering on the palate from a moment prior. Like F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Gatsby, who 

…must have looked up at an unfamiliar sky through frightening leaves and shivered 
as he found what a grotesque thing a rose is and how raw the sunlight was upon the 
scarcely created grass. A new world, material without being real, where poor ghosts, 
breathing dreams like air, drifted fortuitously about… 

Maybe this is a poetical hyperbole, but perhaps the gifted writer is merely more keenly aware 
of the tragic tone of human experience. Indeed, Fitzgerald’s poetry itself presents a remedy to 
the “unfamiliar sky:” the beauty of the author’s words (if hear them) evoke from us the very 
communion which his protagonist so fatally yearned for. Our feelings stir as we allow 
Fitzgerald’s words wash over us; we open our hearts to Gatsby’s anguish, with compassion 
we identify with Gatsby regardless of his faults, & finally with what is beyond Gatsby, to a 
pain that is universal. And in the total communion with this universal pain we find a joy that 
is unborn, undying, & inexhaustible. None but the Queen of Senses—the heart—could 
manage this miracle. 

From this expanded vantage, we see that such an exaltation could have begun from anywhere 
& did not really depend on an aesthetically inciting passage (though Truth & Beauty are the 
heart’s aubade, which melodiously evoke her from her queenly slumbers.) Once awakened, 
the Queen of the Senses reciprocally radiates & receives that original undivided Love that 
knows no bounds. Then we experience the true meaning of the immortal Sanskrit phrase: 
सच्चिदानन्द 



Sat-cit-ānanda 
“Being, consciousness, bliss” 
And of the Gospel of St. John: 

Whoever does not love does not know God, because God is love. 

—John 4:8 
Thus appears before the Heart what is invisible to all lesser senses. 

 

 

 

 



Queen of the Senses, Part III 
It is fitting at this point to address a possible mistake in our understanding of the heart. In this 
regard, this piece will be an attempt to delineate the essential distinction 
between sympathy & compassion. To relate to the world so naked, open, & vulnerable, may 
appear suspiciously (1) risky or worse…(2) maudlin. Actually, weepy people in their very 
remonstration, demonstrate that they have failed to appreciate this crucial difference. These 
two possibilities represent imbalance of the two primary rhythmic systems of the human 
being, whose seats are the physical organs of the heart & lungs respectively: circulation of 
blood & respiration of breath. Fear finds its origin physical heart while we can trace 
sentimentality to its source in the lungs. These are the respective bases for the choleric & the 
melancholic temperaments of Classical medicine. We might say that the spiritual heart shines 
forth when it is not occluded by overactivity of the physical organs that it shares the human 
chest withal. 

(2) Yogic philosophy offers an useful model to differentiate sympathy from compassion in 
that the former is an emotion that originates in the sacral ćakra, swādhiṣṭhāna (Sanskrit: 
स्वाधिष्ठान), whose association with the Water element symbolises this proclivity to 

emotional indulgence. Compassion, however, springs from the lotus of the spiritual 
heart, anāhata (Sanskrit: डालनेव). In the higher centres, the elements of Air & Fire preside, 

representing not affective sentimentality, but effective action. Compassion is the fiery wish to 
offer oneself to others & to the world; sympathy is rheumy languishing in 
sentimental backwaters. 

 

(1) For who fear vulnerability more than mushiness, consider that from an objective 
vantage, fear itself is the problem rather than the vulnerability. Merely offer this fear to the 



fire of aspiration and behold indestructible compassion born anew out of the very ashes of 
this sacrifice. Like the dark & light of the taiji symbol, vulnerability & invincibility together 
form one circle. 

 

As Lao Tzu avers this spiritual law: 

If you contend with no one, no one can contend with you. 

—Tao Te Ching, 22 

 

Queen of the Senses, Epilogue 
 
Objects in the mirror are closer than they appear. 

In the preceding pieces, we observed this to be the heart’s revelation. In contrast to a world of 
representation—reflection in the mirror of the mind—the heart offers an experience of the 
world that is totally unmediated. We come to know that the so-called objects that appear to 
surround us are not actually apart from ourselves. We become identical with these 
erstwhile objects of our perception, & the activity of perception itself thereby resolves 
into communion or compassion. Co– (“shared”) & “union” or co– & passion (“feeling”). We 
“get with” or “feel with” the world & all of its contents. In this condition we feel ourselves in 
every object & every object in ourselves. 



Let us consider some practice. Naturally, any deliberate exercise of this activity demands a 
stability of attention that most of us will find unachievable without some prior cultivation of 
this skill; a practice which perhaps finds its purest form in the practice of meditation. 

य ंObserve a red apple 
य ंClose your eyes & recreate the image 
य ंRelinquish the form of the apple & allow the color to fill your consciousness 
य ंRelinquish the color & examine the unalloyed feeling that remains, allowing it to 

wash over you & permeate your being 
य ंRepeat the procedure with other colorful objects, progressing through the colors of 

the rainbow 
य ंNotice the unique feeling tone of every color that is different from the color’s 

visible appearance 
य ंNext explore this process with sounds—musical notes or other tones 
य ंAgain, allow the sensible experience to give way to the super-sensible one 

Notice that all sensible objects have their super-sensible correlate, the latter is often 
merely overshadowed by the sensible aspect. The heart communes with some 
subjects more easily or quickly, depending on our own dispositions or proclivities (e. 
g. Mozart, with his native gifts, would likely far more fully commune with what we 
experience externally as sound than would myself). 

य ंCommune with the sun, then the moon—notice their unique feeling tones 

Art is an easy way in. Likewise are individuals to whom we have a strong sympathy or 
antipathy. Behind the latter preferences is the essential tone 

य ंExplore the innumerable possibilities for communion/compassion 
य ंNotice how this general practice affects your relationship to “the world” 

 

	  


